Introduction
Increasing the flexibility of workers through cross-training or work sharing, and effectively deploying flexible workers, has become more important as companies strive to reduce cycle times while maintaining high utilization. The use of flexible workers permits a manufacturing system to balance itself by dynamically shifting workloads (or, equivalently, shifting workers) in response to changes in demand, machine availability, congestion points, etc., even when there may be a large variation in worker speeds and task completion times. The self-balancing capability in turn results in lower inventory levels. Worker flexibility may also have positive effects on worker morale and ergonomics, quality, and system coordination. We develop a general framework for studying the dynamic assignment of flexible workers in open and closed tandem or serial manufacturing systems. Of course, for the most general models, optimal policies will be difficult to find and impractical to implement. We characterize particular models and objective functions for which easily implementable policies are optimal, at least within a subsystem of the general system. These policies provide partial characterizations of the optimal policy in more complicated systems, and can be used to develop heuristics.
Most of our results apply to tandem systems in which jobs consist of n tasks that must be done in sequence. Jobs ready and waiting for task j to be performed are said to be at station j, or in buffer j, where buffers have infinite capacity. We are able to give a few results for general independent processing times, as well as stronger results for deterministic and exponential processing times. Arrivals of jobs may be either independent of the system state but otherwise policies described below. costs, and preemption. They considered both the cases when the workers can collaborate and the cases when they cannot, and their objective was to minimize the long-run average cost.
They showed that, in states where both workers can be assigned to either station, assigning both to the same station is always optimal. They gave conditions under which it is optimal to serve one of the stations exhaustively (i. policy is optimal. For two stations, two workers, and exponential service times with rate gtij for worker i processing task j, where ,u 11lL22 > /u12,u21, it is optimal to assign worker one to 1-tasks and worker two to 2-tasks when that assignment is nonidling; otherwise, the workers should collaborate on tasks in the nonempty buffer.
Van Oyen et al.
[28] considered a system in which workers are identical, fully trained, and can collaborate on tasks. They showed that when job completions must be in FCFS order from the last station, the expedite policy (that all workers should work on the most downstream job, following it to completion) minimizes the completion time for all jobs and sample paths. Note that the expedite policy is the same as the LBFS policy. For closed queueing networks and exponential processing times, the expedite policy minimizes the mean cycle time. They also studied the pick-and-run policy when workers cannot collaborate. In the pick-and-run policy workers follow jobs to completion before starting a new job, so this policy is equivalent to LBFS when workers are identical and service times are exponential. In this case they showed that the pick-and-run policy minimizes the mean cycle time. They quantified the advantage, in mean cycle time, of having fully cross-trained workers over the best static allocation of workers.
Bartholdi and Eisenstein
[9] and Bartholdi et al.
[10] studied a bucket brigade arrangement of workers when all workers are fully trained and worker speeds are uniformly ordered (so, for example, if one worker is on average twice as fast at one task than another worker, then it is twice as fast at all tasks). In a bucket brigade the w workers are arranged from slowest to fastest and the ith (fastest) worker is always working on the job that has completed the ith most tasks, i.e. the ith furthest downstream job, among those present. When a downstream worker completes a job or is bumped by a further downstream worker, it moves back up the line and takes over the task of the next upstream worker. Bartholdi et al. also assumed that multiple workers cannot work on jobs at the same station at the same time, and that upstream workers that become blocked by downstream workers must idle. The Toyota Sewn Products Management System operates as a bucket brigade system, except that workers in the system may be restricted to zones and are not necessarily ordered from slowest to fastest. Bartholdi and Eisenstein [9] 624 H.-S. AHN AND R. RIGHTER showed that, for deterministic processing times, when workers are arranged from slowest to fastest, in the long run bucket brigades achieve the maximum possible service rate and workers settle into 'virtual zones' of operation. For other worker arrangements the system may not be stable even when the arrival rate is less than the total service rate. Bartholdi et al. [10] showed that for exponential processing times, as the number of tasks gets large the system's behavior approaches that of the deterministic system. In the serial model with general zone cross-training, optimal policies are often complicated and difficult to compute and implement. In this paper we attempt to identify conditions under which simple policies will be optimal. In Section 2 we consider fixed tasks only, but otherwise permit very general assumptions on processing times, the number of stages, arrival processes, worker capabilities, and objective functions. We show that in these general systems it is often optimal for workers to follow the LBFS policy for their fixed tasks (pick-and-run). To better understand the optimal policy for shared tasks, we restrict ourselves to deterministic or exponential processing times for the remainder of the paper. In Section 3 we assume that processing times are deterministic and give conditions for the optimality of the FBFS and LBFS policies, respectively. We consider exponential processing times in Section 4. We show that under very general conditions there will be a tendency for workers to work together (either collaboratively on the same job, if permissible, or noncollaboratively on different jobs at the same station) under the optimal policy. We also give conditions such that, when workers are fully trained and multiple workers are permitted at the same station (which is not generally true for standard bucket brigades), a bucket brigade-type scheduling rule with workers arranged from slowest to fastest maximizes the mean flowtime for the first k jobs, for any k. This rule is equivalent to the LBFS policy with priority given to faster workers.
When
Throughout, we use the terms 'larger', 'increasing', etc. in the nonstrict sense.
Fixed tasks and general processing times
Recall that a job consists of tasks that must be done sequentially, so we think of the jobs as moving through a tandem system of stations, or a set of buffers in tandem. Also, workers can do some sequential subset of the tasks, i. Let cJ be the number of task-j completions by time t, and let CJ = En=; c' be the number of completions of task j or those that are downstream of j by time t. We call {Ct}10 = ICt, C2, .. ., Cnloo the joint task completion process and {Ct 100 the total task completion process. The job completion process is therefore {cn}?-= {Ct}t0 and maximizing this implies minimizing the number of jobs in the system, minimizing the flowtimes or cycle times of jobs, and maximizing throughput. Note also that stochastically maximizing the joint task completion process implies that the total reward process is also stochastically maximized. We write r(j), which is increasing, for the reward for completion of a j-task. Maximizing the total task completion process is equivalent to maximizing worker utilization or the proportion of time workers are busy. For stable systems, this implies the maximization of long-run throughput. Let h(j) be the holding cost per task per unit time for j-tasks, and assume that h is finite, increasing (so value is added as jobs get closer to full completion), and concave. Let Ht be the total holding cost at time t, and {Ht} I'? be the holding cost process.
We say that the random variable X is larger than the random variable Y in the stochastic ordering sense, X >st Y, if F(t) < G(t) for all t, where F(t) and G(t) are the cumulative distribution functions of X and Y, respectively. We say that X is larger than Y in the likelihood ratio ordering sense, X >lr Y, if f(t)/g(t)
is increasing in t, where f(t) and g(t) are the (ii) This result also follows from a simple interchange argument. Note that, in (i), because the optimal policy is nonpreemptive and nonidling, it will also be optimal when preemption and idling are not permitted and when processing times are ILR and not necessarily identical.
The optimality of LBFS for the fixed tasks of individual exclusive workers can be extended to collaborative teams of heterogeneous workers in the following discrete-time model. Suppose that all the workers within a team can do the same subset of tasks, and the teams have zone cross training. A team is called an exclusive team if it has fixed tasks, i.e. tasks that no other teams are trained to do. (Note that now fixed tasks can be done by more than one worker, but that all the workers that can do a fixed task must be on the same team.) Teams can work collaboratively on the same job, but members of different teams cannot collaborate. Time is discrete (with arbitrarily small time intervals) and yj (t) denotes the nominal hazard rate function of task j. That is, if a job has received t service units for task j without having completed task j, and receives one service unit for the current time slot, then it will complete with probability yj (t) in that time slot. For a fixed team i, let wi be the number of members of the team and let Vikj be the speed, or amount of service in a time slot, of the kth team member of team i when performing task j, where we assume that maxi, j IL i 1 Vikj I < 1. Then, if a subset S of team i is collaboratively working on task j of a job with t completed service units for that task, the probability that the task will complete in the current time slot is EkkeS Vikj Yj (t). If it does not complete, then it will have received a total of t + EkeS Vikj service units by the end of the slot. The argument for the following corollary is similar to that for Theorem 2. In this section we have determined the optimal policy for fixed tasks for very general processing times. The optimality of LBFS for fixed tasks is analogous to the optimality of the smallest expected remaining processing time policy in single-server queueing systems.
To study good policies for shared tasks (where we have parallel servers) we specialize to deterministic and exponential processing times in the next two sections, respectively.
Shared tasks and deterministic processing times
Suppose that time is discrete and that all processing times are deterministic, identical, and of length 1. We can assume this without too much loss of generality, because we can redefine an integer-valued processing time of length I as a series of I unit-length subtasks, though in this case we must allow preemption of tasks. We assume that workers have identical speeds and are always available, and that collaboration is not permitted. We also assume that idling is permitted unless we specifically disallow it, and that preemption can only occur at integer time points. In this section we first consider open systems where the number of arrivals in each slot or period (at each time unit) forms an arbitrary random process that is independent of the state of the system. For this slotted model, we assume that we first observe the state at the beginning of the slot and then make our decision. At the end of the slot arrivals and task completions occur and the holding cost for the slot is incurred.
In the last section we showed that, for exclusive workers, i.e. those that have tasks that only they can do (their fixed tasks), it is optimal to follow LBFS for the fixed tasks. Recall that worker i can work on jobs in buffers ki, ki + 1, . .. , 1i for some ki and li, where ki and 1i are increasing in i, and that worker i is an exclusive worker if li-I < ki +I-1, meaning that it is the only one that can do tasks in buffers l1i-+ 1, . .. , ki+ -1 (its fixed tasks). For these tasks there is no overtaking. We now wish to study the optimal policy for shared tasks, i.e. those that more than one worker can do and for which there is the possibility of overtaking. Suppose that worker i is an exclusive worker (li-1 < ki+ -1) and that it has at least one shared task before its fixed tasks (ki < li-i, so the zones for workers i -1 and i overlap). Then the last shared task before its fixed tasks is task li-I. In the case of deterministic processing times, we can extend the optimality of LBFS for exclusive workers to the last shared task before their fixed tasks, i.e. LBFS is optimal for worker i for tasks li_l, 1i4I + 1, . . ., ki+I -1. Note that *r agrees with LBFS at time 0, but may not agree with it thereafter. By the induction hypothesis, the LBFS policy will be better than *r.
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Note that, under this policy, both workers will pick-and-run, with worker two following a job through all of its tasks, starting with task 2 or 3, and worker one starting a job with task 1 and then doing task 2 for the same job, unless worker two would be idle. Thus, this policy satisfies the additional constraints that worker one cannot resume a job that it hands off to worker two, and worker two cannot preempt a job. Therefore, the policy is still optimal when these additional constraints are imposed, as in some dynamic assembly-line balancing systems.
If worker one can do the first 1 > 2 tasks and worker two can do the last n -1 + 1 tasks (so both workers can do task 1), we know from Lemma 3.1 that LBFS is optimal for worker two and that, for worker one, LBFS is optimal for the first l -1 tasks. However, there will be situations in which worker one should give priority to earlier tasks over i-tasks. Moreover, the LBFS policy is no longer optimal if worker one can do all tasks or if both workers can do all tasks (even when there are only two tasks). Consider the system with two fully trained workers, n = 3, nI = 0, n2 = 1, n3 = 2, and no arrivals. Under the LBFS policy, both workers will do 3-tasks at time 0, and then one worker will idle at times 1 and 2 while the other does a 2-task and then a 3-task. If at time 0 one worker does the 2-task while the other does a 3-task, then both can work on 3-tasks at time 1 and the system will be empty at time 2.
Fully trained workers
When all workers can do all tasks, FBFS for all workers is optimal in the more restricted sense of stochastically maximizing the total number of task completions (and keeping the workers busy). Therefore, it also stochastically minimizes the total remaining work in the system. Workers may now be randomly unavailable during a time slot, and we assume that a worker is either available or unavailable for the entire slot and that its availability is known at the beginning of the slot. 
Proof. We again use induction on the time horizon, T. Suppose that the result holds for T -1, and consider T. (The result for T = 1 is trivial.) It is easy to show that the optimal policy is nonidling.
Let 7r be an arbitrary policy that disagrees with FBFS for time horizon T, though as before we may assume that it agrees with FBFS from time, on. Suppose that at time 0 policy 7r serves job J in buffer j and not job I in buffer i, where i < j. From time 1 on, Xr (and FBFS) will not serve J at a given time without also serving I at that time until I is served alone at least once.
Thus, under 7r, at some time t job I will be served alone and between times 1 and t job J will not be served alone. Let *t agree with it except in that at time 0 it serves I and at time t it serves J. Then, at time t + 1, the states will be the same under both policies, and the task completion and work processes will also be the same. It may be that at time t a worker is idle under both it and 7* (if J has completed by time t under 7r), in which case a policy ii that serves I at time t and otherwise agrees with ft will be better than *t. By the induction hypothesis, FBFS will be better than i.
If the arrival rate X is less than the total service rate (w/n), then FBFS results in a stable system and achieves the maximal overall throughput (rate of completions of n-tasks) of X. However, it will not achieve maximal overall throughput (of w/n) for unstable systems, because servers will be kept busy at earlier buffers and jobs will tend not to be completed. In the extreme case of an infinite supply of jobs at station 1, the overall throughput is 0 under FBFS (though the Dynamic load balancing withflexible workers 631 servers will always be busy). Indeed, it is easy to show that, for an infinite supply of jobs (or a closed system), the LBFS (pick-and-run) policy for fully trained workers stochastically maximizes the joint task completion process and stochastically minimizes the job holding cost process {I1ekk} 1, where -k is the total holding cost for the first k jobs to depart. Let Sk be a state that is the same as s except in that a job in buffer k has finished its kth task (so s1 = s), and let Jk be a Bernoulli random variable with P(Jk = 1) = 17k/Ti. Let g(s) be the total holding cost from time 0 to time 1 when the state is s. Let wi (s) be the number of workers that can do task i and let ni (s) be the number of jobs in buffer i in state s. The results below follow from [1] . They tell us that the optimal policy follows a state-dependent index rule and that there will be a tendency for workers to work together. If a worker, worker one say, can do both tasks i and j in state s, then it will not be optimal to assign worker one to ajob in buffer j while leaving ajob in buffer i unassigned. If two workers, workers one and two say, can do both tasks i and j in state s, and if it (s) > gt2(s), then it will not be optimal to assign worker one to a job in buffer j and worker two to a job in buffer i.
With
If a stochastically optimal policy does not exist, the result still holds, replacing random variables with their expected values. If a worker, worker one say, can do both tasks i and j in state s, then it will not be optimal to assign worker one to a job in buffer j while leaving a job in buffer i unassigned. If both workers one and two can do both tasks i and j in state s, and if it1 (s) > 1L2 (s), then it will not be optimal to assign worker one to a job in buffer j and worker two to a job in buffer i.
In general it will be hard to compute E Vt ( Andradottir et al. [5] have shown that a generalized round robin policy for the type of model we consider here arbitrarily closely approximates the maximal achievable capacity.
Tandem systems with partial cross-training
We now return to our original, tandem, model. We make the same assumptions regarding server failures and the Markov arrival process (or a closed system) as in the previous section, but here assume that processing times depend only on the workers, not on the tasks (thus, ni=r). Then task j of job J under 7r will complete at the same time as task i of job I under 7*, when the states will be the same, and all other task completions will be the same under both policies.
Hence, ft will be better than ir in terms of its joint task completion process.
We for real-world examples of such cross-training. We also suppose that, when two different teams work on the same task, they work collaboratively. We know from Corollary 4.5 that, for a holding cost objective, all teams should work on the lowest-indexed task they can and workers on the same team will always collaborate. We will show that, for the nested zone model of this section, to stochastically maximize {Ct}l?0, 'lowest indexed' always corresponds to 'latest buffer' and LBFS is again optimal. showed that pooling is always better. This result follows from ours because, assuming that optimal policies are always followed, a system that permits collaboration and preemption and in which all servers can do all tasks (system 1, say) will perform better than a system that requires collaboration, does not permit preemption, and in which all servers can do all tasks (the M-R pooled system). System 1 will also perform better than a system that does not permit collaboration and in which each server can only do one task (the M-R dedicated-server system). From Theorem 4.3, the optimal policy for system 1 is the LBFS policy, which is equivalent to the nonpreemptive single-server policy when all servers can do all tasks. Hence, for tandem queues, the performance of the M-R pooled system is as good as that of system 1 and, hence, is better than that of the M-R dedicated-server system.
Tandem systems with full cross-training
Let us now suppose that the c workers are fully cross-trained, do not collaborate, and do not fail. The problem is much more difficult when workers cannot collaborate, and we must make stronger assumptions and use a weaker objective function to obtain our results. We assume that there is an infinite supply of jobs at the first station, or that the system is closed with m jobs. (It is obvious, and follows from our results, that for the closed system we can assume there to be completes under both policies with probability g2, job J completes under both policies with probability g2, and job J completes under ft and job I completes under Xr with probability Al -lu2. Then, at the time of the first service completion, we are in states as in one of (a), (b), and (c), and the argument proceeds as before. Now assume that w > 2 but ,tti =.
The argument is the same as above, except for the coupling in cases (c) and (c'). Let us consider case (c), to be specific. Now w -1 of the workers serve the same tasks under each policy, but one worker serves task J under it and task M under ft. We couple all the workers directly under the two policies so that the same worker completes under each policy. The rest of the argument is as before. The argument for the case n = 2 is also similar to the one above; now there are no cases (b) and (b'). The reason our argument does not work for general w, n, and ,1i is that, in case (c'), for general parameters, it is possible to go from (c') back to (b') rather than to (b), and it is therefore possible for Xt to have two departures in a row that are both earlier than the corresponding departures under ft.
We have constructed a policy ft that agrees with LBFS at time 0, and with smaller mean flowtime than 7r, so the proof is complete.
Note that the LBFS policy can be implemented with a bucket brigade-type policy, where workers are arranged from slowest to fastest, with the fastest given priority. We assume, in contrast to Bartholdi et al. [10] , that the equipment is such that multiple workers may work at the same station (but not on the same job). Note that under the standard bucket brigade policy, full cross-training is not required: the (n -k)th worker can never work at any of the last k stations, and the kth worker can never work at any of the first k -1 stations. Thus, the standard bucket brigade operates under a type of nested zone arrangement.
